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A method is presented which allows estimation of the variation of the rate of magnetic reconnection
at the dayside magnetopause.This is achieved using observations of the cusp particle precipitation
made by low-altitude polar-orbiting spacecraft. In this paper we apply the technique to a previously
publishedexample of a cusp intersectionby the DMSP F7 satellite. It is shown that the cusp signature
in this case was produced by three separate bursts of reconnection which were of the order of 10 min
apart, each lastingroughly 1 min. This is similar to the variation of reconnectionrate which is required
to explain typical flux transfer event signaturesat the magnetopause.

1.

INTRODUCTION

solar X line. There are two major pieces of evidence in favor
of this concept, as opposed to the other FTE models which
In this paper we discussthe implications of the dispersion invoke reconnection: first, it explains a layer of bidirectionof the precipitating magnetosheathlike ions in the region ally streaming electrons found on the inner edge of magnetermed the "cusp." In particular, we investigate the rate of topause FTE signatures [Scudder et al., 1984; Farrugia et
reconnection at the dayside magnetopause and the "pulsat- al., 1988]; second, it is consistent with the elongation of
ing cusp" concept of Smith and Lockwood [1990]. By dayside transient aurorae and flow bursts observed in the
considering a pass of the DE 2 satellite, Lockwood and cusp region, which repeat with the same range of periods as
Smith [1989] concluded that the cusp particle precipitation magnetopauseFTEs [Lockwood et al., 1990b] and move in
observed was consistent with the ionospheric signature of a a manner consistent with their being on newly opened field
burst of reconnection at the dayside magnetopause. Such lines. Because most of the cusp precipitation is thought to be
reconnection bursts had long been invoked as a cause of on freshly reconnected field lines [Rosenbauer et al., 1975;
transient particle and field signaturesnear the dayside mag- Reiff et al., 1977; Hill, 1979; Cowley et al., 1991a], Smith
netopause, which were therefore termed "flux transfer and Lockwood [1990] pointed out that the reconnection rate
events" (FTEs)[Russell and Elphic, 1978, 1979; Haerendel variations thought to be responsiblefor magnetopauseFTEs
should also cause the cusp to vary on time scales of about
et al., 1978; Paschmann et al., 1982; Berchem and Russell,
1984; Rijnbeek et al., 1984; Farrugia et al., 1987a, b, 1988; 2-20 min. This "pulsating cusp" model is a general one,
reducing to a steady state cusp in the one limit of constant
Lockwood, 1991 a ].
The suggestionof Lockwood and Smith [1989] was based magnetopausereconnection rate, while predicting the cusp
on the convective flows, inferred filamentary field-aligned to be a series of discrete events in the other limit of
currents, and precipitating ion and electron characteristics. reconnection which occurs entirely in a series of bursts.
Cowley et al. [1991b] and Smith et al. [1992] have pointed
Newell [1990] objected that the extended longitudinal width
of the cusp occurrence (covering several hours of MLT) was out the importance to the pulsating cusp concept of recent
not consistentwith the cusp being a nearly circular signature empirical and theoretical work on how ionospheric flow is
of a flux transfer event, as predicted by Southwood [1985, excited by dayside reconnection. The observations in ques1987] for the Russell and Elphic [1978, 1979] FTE model. tion were of the rapid response of dayside flows to the
However, Lockwood and Smith [1990] pointed out that such north/south component of the interplanetary magnetic field
longitudinal elongation was indeed consistent with the cusp (IMF) immediately upstream from the magnetopause, in
being the ionospheric signature of an FTE, provided either particular, those using the European Incoherent Scatter
the Southwood et al. [1988]/Scholer [1988] single elongated (EISCAT) radar with the AMPTE (Active Magnetospheric
X line model or, alternatively, the Lee and Fu [1985] Particle Tracer Explorers) UKS and IRM satellites
[Lockwood et al., 1990a; Cowley and Lockwood, 1992]. In
multiple elongated X line model was adopted.
The Southwoodet al. [ 1988]/Scholer[1988] model predicts particular, the important inference for the pulsating cusp
that an FTE signature on the magnetopauseis formed by a conceptis that flows are excited in the ionosphereby a burst
short-lived burst of enhanced reconnection at a single sub- of magnetopausereconnection, such that for moderate and

smallIMF By, the patchof newly openedmagneticflux
1Alsovisitingat ImperialCollege,London.
Copyright 1992 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
Paper number 92JA01261.
0148-0227/92/92JA-01261 $05.00

produced by a subsequentburst will lie immediately equatorward of the patch produced by the first burst. In other
words, the patches of newly opened flux produced by
successivebursts of reconnection are spatially contiguous.

A slightlydifferentsituationwouldapplyto largeBy condi14,841
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tions, where the new patch would form at a different MLT
from

the location

of the older

one but would

zonally under magnetic tension to join it. Cowley et al. and
Smith et al. also point out that the ion precipitation characteristics would differ in the patches, dependingon the time
elapsedsince they were reconnected.This would result in a
discontinuous change in the ion energy at the boundary
between the patches. Indeed, in the "discrete event" limit of
the pulsatingcusp model, the changesin energy are instantaneous. In cases where the reconnection
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superposedon a backgroundlevel, the ion energy changesat
the boundariesare more gradual, but still more rapid than
those within each patch (which result from the nonzerotime
taken to reconnect each patch).
merging gap
Independent of these theoretical predictions, Newell and
/,---'
_y
Meng [1991] have recently published examples of cusp ion
spectrogramsfrom the DMSP F7 satellite which show discontinuouschangesin the ion energy-time dispersion.These
are exactly of the kind predicted by Cowley et al. and Smith
et al. This paper discussesthese DMSP F7 observationsin
terms of variations in reconnection rate (i.e., by definition,
flux transfer events). This interpretation is significantly
different from that presentedby Newell and Meng which is
in terms of spatial, rather than temporal, structure. In
section 2 a method is presented to allow the reconnection
Fig. 1. (a) The evolution of a newly opened field line which is
rate to be computedfrom the ion energy-time spectrogram.
reconnectedat a subsolarmagnetopauseat a time t 0. (b) The
The method is then applied in section 3 to one of the
motionof the ionosphericfeet of field linesreconnectedat time to in
examples given by Newell and Meng, and the results are the northernhemisphere.The vector V s showsthe satellitemotion.

to

discussed in section 4.

from the observedacceleratedflows [Cowley, 1982;Gosling
et al., 1990] and from the motion and polarities of FTEs
[Daly et al., 1984; Southwoodet al., 1986]. Figure l a shows
We here consideronly cusp ions which precipitate into the
the evolution of a singlesuchfield line after it is reconnected
ionosphere and are detected by polar-orbiting satellites at
at an X line in the vicinity of the subsolar magnetopause(X
low altitudes (i.e., below about 1500 km). Previous studies
in Figure 1a), at a time to. At subsequenttimes, t l and t2,
[e.g., Rosenbauer et al., 1975; Reiff et al., 1977; Menietti
the field line will threadthe magnetopauseat highermagnetic
and Burch, 1988]have assumedthat the bulk of the cuspions
latitudes(at points P l and P2 in Figure l a) as it is moved
move adiabatically, with little or no pitch angle scattering,
antisunward by magnetic tension and the magnetosheath
from the outer magnetosphereto the ionosphere. This asflow. The first ions to crossthe magnetopause,and hencebe
sumption has successfullyexplained the well-known pitch
injectedonto the newly openedfield line, do soat the time t o
angle-energy and energy-latitude dispersionsof cusp ions
(and at a location very close to X). Hence at a time t2 a
and is also adopted here. Hence we are only concernedwith
satellite at S2 cannot observe ions with a time of flight
particles which are very close to zero pitch angle at great
greater than (t2 - to), and therefore there is a minimum
altitudes: all others mirror in the convergingmagneticfield
"cutoff" ion energy(Ell -- Eic). At the sametime the
lines before reachingthe ionosphere.We consideronly ions
satellite
will observeionsof greaterenergy(Ell > Eic),
with exactly zero pitch angle at all altitudes; their energy,
thesehavingcrossedthe magnetopause
at pointssuchas P l,
Ell, is givenby
i.e., at time tl, and hencethey have a lower time offiight, (t2
tl).
Ell= mv•/2
(1) - These
considerations show that the lowest-energy ions
wherem is theionmassandvii is itsfield-aligned
velocity. observed at low altitudes at any one instant were injected
We note that particles having very close to, but not exactly, acrossthe magnetopauseat the time and place that reconzero pitch angleat great altitudesmay still reach the satellite, nectionof that field line occurred.At time to the field line is
where they would have larger pitch angles. Such ions will opened; and hence, by definition of reconnection, it subsehave a slightlyhigherenergy,for the sametime of flight, than quently threads the magnetopause,and ions from the magthe zero pitch angle ions we consider. Hence suchions are netosheathcrossthe magnetopauseinto the magnetosphere.
not relevant if we consider the minimum ion energy ob- The first ions injected in this way travel the distanced from
served by the satellite.
the X line to the satellite S2. All magnetosheathions which
Reiff et al. [1977] deducedthat cusp particle precipitation cross the dayside magnetopause are accelerated in the
was predominantly on "newly opened" field lines at the Earth'sframe of reference,suchthat their Ell can be
sunward edge of the polar cap. The evidence from magne- increasedby a factor of up to about 2 or 3. This acceleration
topause observations for southward IMF is that reconnec- occursas the ion crossesthe magnetopauseand is due to the
tion always takes place at low latitudes. This follows both tensionforce arisingfrom the curvature of the newly opened
2.

METHOD
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field line at the magnetopause,as shownin Figure 1a. Ions

motion of the merginggap. Hence by Faraday' s law the rate

which enter at the later evolution times of the field line (and

at whichflux is openedat the merginggapelementdy is

hence at higher magneticlatitudes) are less strongly accel-

Bi dx dy/dto= Ey dy = E} dy'

erated due to the straightening
of the field line. Indeed,
antisunwardof the magneticcuspthe ionsare deceleratedas
they crossthe magnetopause[Hill, 1979].Cowley[1982]has
discussedhow the acceleration due to the contractingnewly
opened field lines moving along the magnetopausecurrent
layer (sunwardof the magneticcusp) producesa characteristic D-shaped ion distributionfunction, which has recently
been confirmedusingAMPTE observationsof injected ions
[Smith and Rodgers, 1991; Fuselier et al., 1991].
To first order, the ions are therefore accelerated as they
are injected acrossthe magnetopausecloseto X and subsequently precipitate adiabaticallyalong the distanced to the
ionosphere.However, we can generalize to allow for any
subsequentfield-parallelaccelerationby definingan equivalent (or "virtual") distance d' such that the actual time of

whereBi is the ionospheric
field strengthand Ey is the
electric field along the merging gap (in its own rest frame).
By definitionof the merginggap, the flux transfer rate across

the segment
dy of themerginggap(i.e., the voltageEy dy)
is equal to the flux transfer rate (voltage) across the corre-

spondingsegmentof the magnetopause
X line, E} dy',
whereE} isthereconnection
rateanddy' isthelengthofthe
X line segmentwhich mapsdown the magneticfield lines to
the length dy of the merginggap in the ionosphere.From
equations(5) and (6) we have

Ey= (BiVscosa){1+ (d'/2)(m/2)1/2E•c3/2
dEic/dts}
-1
(7)

andthemagnetopause
reconnection
rateE} is givenby

flight of the ions, r, is given by

E} = (dy/dy')Ey

r = d'/vll-d'(2Ell/m)
-1/2

(6)

(8)

(2)

From a cusp ion spectrogram we can determine the

In other words, if the ions originatedfrom a sourceand then
moved adiabatically (with constant energy equal to that

minimumenergy,Eic, and its time derivative,dEic/dt• . We
also know the satellitespeedV s. We assumethat the ions
are protons(i.e., m is 1 amu), and the ionosphericfield B i is

observed
atthesatellite,
Ell), thenthatsource
wouldneedto
be a distance d' from the satellite to give the same time of
flight as for ions which had an injection distance d but
underwent some subsequentparallel acceleration. In general, d' will exceed d, but because subsequent parallel

•taken
tobe5 x 10-5 T. Hencetheonlyvariables
inequation

accelerationis small, d' and d will generallybe similar.

Using equation(8), we also discussthe implicationsfor the
reconnectionrate for a given mapping factor (dy/dy').
Lastly, one shouldnote that the methodinherentlyassumes
that the sameion spectrumis injectedonto eachnewly opened
field line as it evolves over the dayside magnetopause,There

If ions with the lower cutoff energy are observed by the
satellite at a time t s, the time that the field line was
reconnected

is

to= ts- r = ts- d'(2Eic/m)
-•/2

(3)

Consider now Figure lb, which views the northern hemispherecuspregionin the ionospherefrom above.The y axis
is parallelto the ionosphericsignatureof the reconnection
X
line (the so-called "merging gap"), and the x axis is the
(roughly) northward normal to the merging gap. The x-y
frame is here consideredstationaryin the frame of the Earth.
The positionsof the foot of the newly opened field line
studiedin Figure 1a are shown for the times t0, t•, and t2.
It should be noted that this figure portrays the idealized
situation where both the reconnection

(7) which are not known are the merging gap orientation
angle, a, and the virtual injection distance, d'. In the next

section
we evaluate
Ey usingassumed
valuesfor a andd'.

are a number of reasonswhy this may not always be the case.
For example,solarwind parametersmay vary and may cause
the magnetosheathion populationsto change. In addition,
changesin the IMF orientationmay alter the degreeof accel-

erationof the ions as they crossthe daysidemagnetopause.
Hence we note that variations in the reconnection rate are not

the only way to induceion energychangesin the cusP.
3.

APPLICATION TO A SATELLITE PASS
THROUGH THE CUSP

rate and the subse-

quent motion of the openedfield lines are independentof y.
By definition, the position for to marks the merginggap
location. In addition, a path of a polar-orbitingsatellite is
shownin Figure 1b. This satelliteis movingwith a velocity
V s in the x-y frame, which is definedas positiveif it has a
positivex component.The anglebetweenV s and the x axis
is denoted by a, Hence

dx/dts = Vs cos a

(4)

As we discussed in the introduction, Newell and Meng

[1991] have recently presented a number of passesof the
DMSP F7 satellite through the cusp, which yield steplike
discontinuitiesin the ion energy dispersionsignature. Inde-

pendent of these observations,Smith et al. [1992] and
Cowley et al. [1991b] had predicted such signaturesby
applyingthe "pulsatingcusp" model[Lockwoodand Smith,
1989, 1990; Smith and Lockwood, 1990].
In order to investigatethe implicationsof the observed

jumpsin ion energyin furtherdetail, the equationsderivedin
section2 are here applied to the example given by Newell
dto/dx
= dts/dx+ (d'/2)(m/2)
•/2E•c3/2
dEic/dx
and Meng [1991] in their Figure l(b). This example is
employedbecausethe spectrogramshowstwo clearjumpsin
= (Vscosa)-•{1 + (d'/2)(m/2)1/2E•c3/2
dEic/dts}(5) the ion dispersionsignature,at 1320:25UT and 1321:7.5UT.
Consider an element of length of the merging gap dy. The As discussedby Smith et al. [1992] and Cowley et al.
field lines which lie a small distance dx poleward of the [ 1991b], suchjumpscouldarisefrom two periodswhenlittle
merginggapwere reconnectedat a time (t o - dto), slightly reconnectiontook place, in between three bursts of rapid
earlier than those at the merginggap which are reconnected reconnection. Hence, by virtue of having two ion energy
at the time to. Note that this statementis independentof any discontinuities, this example is very helpful if we wish to

If we differentiate(3) with respect to x, we obtain

14,844
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Fig. 2. The lower cutoff energy,E ic, of cuspions observedby
the DMSP F7 satelliteon October 12, 1983,as presentedby Newell
and Meng [1991]. The arrows mark the jumps in ion energywhich
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Fig. 3. Values
of merging
gapelectric
field,Ey, asa function
of

time. The dotsare the mostprobablevalues,but the verticalerror
barsgive the full rangeof possiblevalues.In this casethe "virtual"
injectiondistance,d', is 30 RE.

are discussed in detail in the text.

example)the ion energy was doubledby low-altitude accel-

at I Re altitudeto theEll observed
by thesatellite,
investigateany periodicityin the merginggap electricfield eration
we find d' is roughly equal to 1.5d. Here we shall consider
Ey andthemagnetopause
reconnection
rateE•.
Close inspectionof this and all other cusp spectrograms d' valuesbetween 10 R e and 50 Re, but we considerthe
range 15-30 R e to be a likely and realisticone.

reveals
thattheminimum
Ell(thelowercutoffenergy
Eic)is

not easy to define. This is becausescatteringensuresthat
there is some flux at energiesbelow the actual time-of-flight
cutoff. In this sectionwe take E ic to be the lower decileof
the distributionof ion energyflux (i.e., whereion energyflux
falls below 10% of its peak value as determinedfrom the
spectrogram)at any one observationtime, ts. This choiceis
somewhat arbitrary and is made to allow determination of
E ic from the spectrogramfor as great a range of t s as

possible.A more rigorousdetermination
of E ic wouldrequire a full analysisof the scatteringmechanisms.We also
note that the lower cutoff appears less well defined in the
cusp spectrograms(which show contours of energy flux)
than in contoursof phasespacedensity(energyflux divided
by the square of the energy), which is the more relevant to
these time-of-flight considerations.Analysis reveals that
adoptionof other definitionsfor E ic does not significantly
alter the results obtained.

For this definition the variation of the lower cutoff ion

energy,Eic, is shownin Figure2. The twojumpsseenin the
spectrum as a whole can also be clearly seen in this plot,

Figure3 showsvaluesof Ey for d' •- 30 RE asa function
of to (and henceUT). The dotsare the valuesgivenby the
Eic variationplottedin Figure2. For eachpoint an error bar
has been estimated by consideringthe possible error in

dEic/dts.
it willbenotedthattherearethreepeaks
inEybut

that the value at each is 290 mV m -I. This is because
dEic/dts at thesetimes is zero (to within the accuracywith
which the spectrogramcan be read). At suchtimesthe uncertaintyof dEic/dts is suchthat the denominator
of equation(7)

couldbe zero,whichwouldgivea infiniteEy. Henceat the
peaksofEytheaccuracy
available
touseffectively
onlyallows
determinationof a minimumelectricfield. However, in eachof
the burststhe minimumelectricfieldis considerablygreater(by
a factor of about 100) than the maximum value between the
bursts. Note that becausefew estimatesof the cutoff energy
and its time derivative can be made during the jumps, the
numberof data pointsis low in the minima of the electricfield
(whichproducedthejumps).
In order to understandthe dependenceof this result on the
assumedvalue for d', Figure 4 is the sameas Figure 3, but
for d' of a smallervalueof 20 Re. The threeburstsin electric
field are still clearly evident; indeed, the uncertainties are

markedby thetwo arrows.FromFigure2 we canestimate
and dEic/dts.For simplicity,the anglea is takento be zero
smallerthanin Figure3. The valuesof Ey arenot
(e.g., the satellitemovesnorth acrossan east-west-alignedslightly
substantiallydifferent than those in Figure 3, but the bursts
merginggap).We will considerothervaluesfor a later.

occur significantly later because of the smaller times of
flight. Hence the periods between the events are smaller.
estimatethe reconnectiontime, to, and equation(7) yields
the electric field at the ionosphericmerginggap at that time. This is shown clearly in Figure 5, which plots the interval
between
thefirstandsecond
peaks
inEy, At12,andbetween
For convenience,1320:00UT is definedas to = 0.
the secondand third peak, At23, as a functionof d'. The
In order to make a crude estimateof a realisticrangeof d',
considerthe magnetosphericsegmentof the newly opened periodAt 12can be seento increasefrom 4 min for the small
fieldline, from the magnetopause
X line to the ionosphere,to d' of 10Re to 19minfor the very largevaluefor d' of 50 R e,
be semicircular
at the time to. For a magnetopause
whichis while At23 behavessimilarly, increasingfrom 5.5 min to 26
min for the samerange of d'.

For a variety of valuesfor d', equation(3) is then usedto

compressed
to within6 Re of the Earth by an exceptionally

large solar wind dynamic pressure,this yields a d value of
4. DIscusslo•
about 10 Re. However, for a very distantmagnetopause
at
The satellite pass described here is northward, almost
20 Re, this yields d = 30 Re. In addition,we can account
for any differencebetween d and d'. If we considerthat (for along a magnetic meridian. Hence the merging gap would
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Russell,1984;Elphic, 1990].For the realisticrangeof d' of
15-30 Rœ, Figure 5 yields periodsof 6-16 min, which is
certainlyconsistentwith FTE behavior. In addition, FTE

signatures
typicallylastfor I min. If the bubblecontaining
theloopsof newlyopenedfluxhasnotexpanded
sincebeing
reconnected, the Southwood et al./Scholer model calls for a
burst in the reconnection rate which is also of about 1 min

duration.Again, this is broadlyconsistentwith the duration
of the burstsin Figures3 and 4.
100

13:20

U.T.

This one case certainlydoes not prove that the cusp
precipitations(betweenthe jumps) are FTE signatures.
Probablythe best way to prove sucha relationshipis to
applythemethoddescribedhereto cuspobservations
during
periodswhenanothersatelliteWascloseto the magnetopause(and the IMF was southward).However, one can state

thatthe Southwood
et al./ScholerFTE modelpredictsthat
Fig. 4. Sameas Figure3, but for d' of 20 RE.

the reconnectionrate variationimpliedby Figures3 and 4

wouldgive threeFTE signatures
on the magnetopause.
Consequently,it is reasonableto state that the results
have to be at a large angleto the L shellsfor our assumed presentedhere are highlysuggestiveof FTE signatures.
value of 0ø for the angle a to be seriouslyin error. More
We propose,therefore,that the presenceof jumps in the
importantly,it seemshighlyunlikelythat this anglecould cuspspectrogramis indicativeof time-dependentreconnecvary by sucha large factor on minutetime scales,suchthat tionat the daysidemagnetopause,
whichis alsoexpectedto
it couldexplain
theincreases
inEyshown
inFigures
3and4. be the sourceof the FTE signaturesobservedthere. HowLikewisesufficientvariationsof the geometrical
fac[ordy/ ever, it shouldbe noted that the FTE signaturesin the
dy' seemunlikely.Thisfactordepends
upontheamounton ionosphere(i.e., the signaturesof the burst of enhanced
are not the jumps, but the patchesof cusp
newlyopenedfluxwhichthreadsthedaysidemagnetopause. reconnection)
Suchflux acts to "open" the cusp;i.e., it increasesits precipitationbetweenthem. Hence the analysispresented
longitudinal extent [Crooker et al., 1991; Lockwood, hereis consistent
in spiritwith the suggestion
by Lockwood
1991b]. The flux connected in the short bursts shown in and Smith [ 1989,1990]that the cuspis an FTE signature.In
Figures3 and 4 is not sufficientto substantiallyalter this fact, thecuspin the casedescribedhereis madeup of three
factor. This beingthe case,the mostlikely explanationis contiguous
signatures
of successive
FTEs. Indeed,inspecthat the derived electric field variations reflect variations in tion of the cusp observationby the DE 2 satellitewhich

thereconnection
rateatthedayside
magnetopause,
E•.
The inferredvariationof the reconnection
rate is very
similarto that requiredto explainthe characteristic
magnetopausesignaturescalled flux transferevents(FTEs) [Russell and E!phic, 1978].Thesesignaturesare knownto recur
on time scales of 8 min on average when the IMF is
consistentlysouthward,althoughthere is considerablevariability aboutthis figure[Rijnbeeketa!., 1984;Berchemand

Lockwood
and'Smith[1989]discussed
revealsajumpin the
lowercutoffenergyof the ionsat the equatorward
edgeof
what the authorsinterpretto be the FTE signature.This
jump is very similar to that discussedhere.

It is interestingto studythe implications
of thesesignatures for ionosphericconvection.To do this, considerthat
the merginggap is 1500 km in length, consistentwith the

statistical
cuspwidthfor southward
IMF [NewellandMeng,
1988;Newell et al., 1989]. If we assumethat the electric field

along a merginggap of this length is constantand that the
valuesgiven by the dots in Figures3 and 4 are correct, we
findthatthereconnection
voltageduringeachof the burstsis

very high(435 kV). The electricfield valuecorresponds
to
plasmacrossingthe X line projection(in its own restframe)

25

at5 kms-• . Thisisa verylargeplasma
flowif themerging

2o

•

gap is still in the Earth's frame, but would be reducedif the

merginggap moved equatorwardduring the reconnection
burst.If we considerd' =20 R E• for example,we findthat

15

atleast1.9x 107Wboffluxisopened
during
thefirstburst,
2.1 x 107Wbin thesecond,
and3.0 x 107Wbin thethird.
Hencethethreeburstsopena totalof 7 x 107Wb, outof the

10

totalof8 x 107Wbreconnected
during
the1380sforwhich
Ey canbedetermined
for thisd'. Hencetheaveragevoltage
duringthisperiodis8 x 107/1380
= 58kV, but87.5%of this

I
o lO

I
20

•)

I
40

d' ( RE)

I
50

comesfrom threebrief burstswhen the voltagereached435
kV. All the voltageswouldbe scaledup (down)proportionally if the merginggap lengthwere in fact larger(smaller)

Fig. 5. The variation of the intervals between the onsetsof the than the 1500km assumedhere, but would decreaseas cos a
fromzero.In addition,all valuescould
first and secondand the secondand third burstsof reconnection, if theanglea increases

At 12and At23, respectively,as a functionof d'.

be a factorof about6 lower, withinthe experimental
uncer-
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taintiesplotted in Figures 3 and 4. However, the magnitudeof

constant. The merging gap extent could be determined by
ground-based
radar and optical measurements of the tranthepeaksinEy andthemark/space
ratioofitspulsed
variation
are almost independentof d'. As a result, the voltagesderived sient events which would result from the variations in the
here are hardly influenced at all by the choice of d'.
reconnection rate. Alternatively, if the geometrical field line
The variation of the reconnectionvoltage inferred above is mappingfactor from the magnetopauseX line to the merging
very similar to that deduced by Lockwood e! al. [ 1990b] for gap can be estimated, then the magnetopausereconnection
the ground-basedobservations of dayside auroral transients rate can be computed.
and associatedplasmaflow bursts. Both the radar and optical
The method reveals very large variations in the merging
measurements
of the spatialextentof ninesucheventsshow gap electric field for a satellite pass which shows major
thattheycontain
magnetic
fluxesbetween
about0.7 x 107Wb jumps in the ion dispersioncharacteristics. The reconnection
and3.4 x 107Wb, withtypicalvaluesbeingabout2.5 x 107. is found to occur almost exclusively in bursts about 1 min
This value is comparablewith that deducedabove assuminga long and which repeat on time scales of the order of 10 min.
1500-kmmerginggap which is the typical east-westextent of However, the precise value of these durations and intervals
the events observed from the ground. Lockwood et al. as- is dependent on the assumedvalue for d'. This behavior is
sumedthat eachevent was reconnectedin a burstlasting2 min, exactly that required to explain typical magnetopauseflux
which is roughly twice as long as derived here; hence their transfer event signatures.
estimateof the reconnectionvoltagein the burstswas roughly
The chief uncertainty in the method lies in the definition of
half that derived here. However, the averagevoltage for the
the lower cutoff energy and hence in its time derivative.
period is not dependent on the assumedlength of the reconOften this results in the method only defining a lower limit
nection burst, and hence the value of 30 kV derived by
for the merging gap electric field when it is very large.
Lockwood et al. can be comparedto the 56 kV inferred here
However, small electric field values are determined with
from the cusp precipitation.
high accuracy. Higher-resolution measurements of the ion
It is also interesting to consider the implications for the
energy dispersion characteristics would allow this uncerreconnectionelectric field tangential to the magnetopause.If
tainty to be reduced considerably.
the length mapping factor between the X line and the
If we assumea typical merging gap extent of 1500 km for
merging gap (dy/dy') can be estimated, the reconnection
the
one event studied here, consistent with the statistical
rate at the X line can be calculated.
If we take a crude
cusp width and the size of the dayside auroral and flow
estimate that the field just inside the dayside magnetopause
is (Bi/1000) = 50 nT, flux tubes of symmetrical cross transients, we find that the average dayside reconnection
section give (dy'/dy) • 35, and the assumedmerging gap voltage is about 60 kV but that almost 90% of this is
length would correspondto an X line of about 8 RE. This contributed by the bursts of reconnection during which the
being the case, the reconnection voltage of 435 kV in the reconnection voltage rises to over 400 kV. The magneto-

pauseelectricfieldwouldthenbeabout8 mV m- • duringthe
m-•. However,we shouldaddthat we do not believethat bursts. Taking the absolute minimum values defined by the

bursts would call for a tangential electric field of 8.5 mV

any current magnetic field model can be used to give an
accurate estimate of this mapping factor. This is because it
will depend critically upon the amount of open flux which
threads the dayside magnetopause and hence upon the

recenthistoryof the IMF B z component.This "opening"of
the cusp by dayside open flux (i.e., the fact that dy/dy'
increases following a southward turning of the IMF) has
been modeled by Crooker et al. [1991], and the implications
have been discussedby Lockwood [1991 b].
5.

CONCLUSIONS

A method for determining the variation of the electric field
in the ionospheric merging gap (in its own rest frame) from
cusp ion precipitation characteristics has been described.
The orientation of the merging gap relative to the satellite
orbit must be assumed, but if this is constant the electric field
values derived simply vary as the sine of the angle between
them. In addition, a value for the "virtual injection distance," d', is required. This will be approximately the same
as the distance between

the reconnection

X line and the

satellite. The chief effects of d' are to change the time at
which a reconnectionburst is predicted to occur and to alter
the interval

between features in the electric field variation.

If information about the longitudinalextent of the merging
gap in the ionosphere can be obtained, then the voltage
across the merging gap (which by definition equals the
voltage along the magnetopauseX line) can be estimated.
This assumesthat the electric field along the merginggap is

technique, these voltages and electric fields are all reduced
by a factor of about 6. Hence, even if we take the minimum
values for the reconnection rate during the bursts shown in

Figures 3 and 4, the results are surprising.
Lastly, the question arises as to how common are the
reconnectionrate pulseswhich are inferred in this paper (for
just one satellite pass). This requires a full survey of a large
amount of cusp data, using the method described in this
paper. However, the problem is complex, and a simple
statistical survey of the occurrence of ion energy jumps, of
the kind described here, must take these complexities into
account. For example, Smith et al. [1992] have recently used
a simple model to study the probability of observing the
jumps in the ion spectrogram, in the presence of discrete
reconnection events recurring every 8 min (the average
repetition rate of FTEs). These authors point out that the
probability of observing a jump is greatly reduced by the

presenceof a largeBy componentof the IMF, givinga
tension

force

which

moves

events

either

east

or

west.

Furthermore, many of the jumps will be smaller than in the
example studied here and hence harder to detect.
Measurement of the reconnection electric field along the X
line on the dayside magnetopause(in its own rest frame) or
along the dayside ionospheric merging gap has been an
important but elusive goal for many years. The method
presented here provides a novel way of studying the variation of these electric

fields. The results indicate that recon-

nection can take place in a series of bursts, exactly as
required to explain magnetopauseflux transfer events.
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